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Dear friends, colleagues, ladies and gentlemen. 

 

With our thanks to Fr.Abano, Director of UST Museum; Dr. Sison, Dean of Graduate School of UST; Dr. Miralao, UNESCO National 

Committee of Philippines; Dr. Laborado from the National Museum; Dr. Diokno, Chairperson of NHCP;  and all very distinguished 

scientists, and our young scientist here who will contribute for decades in this field. 

 

It is my great pleasure to be here with the scientists and researchers from the Philippines, a country of beauty and natural diversity and 

Japan, in this very unique conference. The Islands of Philippines holds many of the most important cultural heritage treasures of the world 

and Asia and has contributed tremendously in the history of Asia; on the other side Japan with an old and elegant culture has important 

achievements in conservation and preservation of cultural heritage.  

 

Today we are participating in one of the major events that bring the scientist and researchers from these two countries to exchange 

ideas and information on the most recent scientific and technological aspects of the current activities in the use of state of the art 

technology: such as digital technology, conservation science, and reconstruction of historical buildings.  

 

The exchange of information and knowledge between the scientist present here today, hopefully will be presented to a wider 

international communities in the world especially in ASEAN countries and Asia who share similar cultural heritage in many ways. 



 

Last year, we finished a digital project in Ninnaji Temple in Kyoto. Ninnaji is one of the most beautiful temples in Japan and is a 

designated UNESCO world heritage. The Kannon-do in Ninnaji is about 380 years old, with Buddhist paintings in extremely good 

preservation conditions. The Kannon-do was and is still closed to the public. In one of the world’s biggest digitization project, about 10 new 

systems were designed and built, the wall paintings which are as big as 3.8 m by 8 m were digitized in high resolution, 31 Buddhist 

sculpture were digitized, not to mention painted columns and other objects. 

 

In Kyoto University we strongly supported the idea of this project. The main purpose was, and is, to use these invaluable data for making 

pigments database, for conservation, restoration, and protection of these paintings, and the building itself. I am indebted to the Ninnaji 

temple for sending their researchers to this conference to give an introduction to this project. 

 

In Kyoto University, most, if not all of the professors and researchers have their basic mission to participate and support the ideas and 

projects all around the globe for initiating and creation of knowledge. It is based on this idea, that we established laboratories in, Xian in 

China; London in United Kingdom; Seoul in Korea; Cairo and Giza in Egypt; the same way we did in 5 other sites in Japan. We support all 

the activities related to digitization of world cultural heritage, and strongly recommend the governments, international agencies, local 

governments, volunteers, and private companies to give their support for this type of activities. 

Here, I also want to emphasize on one point. I personally think that the world heritage is in extreme need of attention and support. I believe 

that world heritage assets of old days are suffering and are in danger because of three problems: wars, poverty, and ignorance. Now, in 

Philippines and Japan we have reached a high level of science and technology, social stability and peace, and are looking towards a stable 

economic growth and prosperity, a first step for protecting our cultural assets.  

   

And finally, please let me to express our sincere appreciation to all members of the University of Santo Tomas, for their support of 

organizing this international conference and educational program, and members of the Ide laboratory for their assistance. I also 

acknowledge the Japan UNESCO committee for providing all the financial support of this event. 
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 Aim: educating experts working in the filed of recording and 

documenting national and world cultural heritage in Asia. It covers 

Tangible, Intangible, and Natural Cultural Heritage, through joint and 

equal partnership of the partner institutions. 

 Acting Agency: Kyoto University, Japan 

 Potential Partners: University of Philippines, Other Universities, 

Museums, National and regional libraries 

 For: On the project-site-training, providing equipment, holding 

conferences, schools, supporting local projects 

 

 

 

 

 

Japan Official Development Assistance Grants for  

UNESCO Activities, Education Program for Recording 

and Utilization of Tangible and Intangible Heritage in the Philippines  



How: 

Organize on the site training and digitization 
pilot projects. 

  

 In museums 

 In libraries 

 Technical and art schools 
 

 
Contact: Ide.ari.4n@kyoto-u.ac.jp 



The aim of this workshop: 

Organize a Japan+Philippines++ Conference 
and summer school, in September 

Three Main Subjects are: 

1. Tangible heritage 

2. Intangible heritage 

3. Natural heritage 
We are looking forward for you to Join, 
help, organize, teach, and learn 
together to protect our cultural heritage 
around the world. 



Introduction to our group activity: 

 
In the Ide Laboratory, Graduate School of Engineering, we have developed 

the state-of-the-art ultra high resolution imaging systems (hardware and 

software) for applications in the field of cultural heritage and industry. At 

this moment more than 30 systems are being used in a Japan, Europe, Asia 

and Africa on the site. In this documents we briefly show the history and 

technology and the projects that has been carried out till May 2012. More 

than 30 Universities, museums, broadcasting organization (such as NHK 

Japan) are among the list of users of the technology developed in Ide 

Laboratory. The huge size cultural heritage that were documented by our 

technology, are a wide range of Japanese, Chinese, Islamic (Alazhar, 

Egypt), and European objects. More than 6 Japanese companies are also 

using these technologies for developing contents for Education and 

museum applications. 

 

 

 

 



Joint Research Laboratories 

Boston  
United States  

As of April, 2012 

China3 
 (negotiation) 

Padova 
Italy 

IDE  Laboratory
Advanced Imaging Technology Laboratory

Kyoto University



 
Our Criteria for Scientific Imaging: 
What is a good imagining system for scientific 
recording of the cultural heritage? 
It must  
• have a high color fidelity (be able to record the true color) 

• have the minimum light irradiation on the object 

• have high resolution to detect microscopic scale areas 

• be practically fast enough to produce images of hundreds and 
thousands of objects in museums and national library 

• be cost effective 

• be applicable to different sizes and shapes 

• be non-contact, non invasive 

• Be able to produce analytical information 
7 



An Overview of the integrated System Design for Imaging System 

 The system is composed of three main components, an image acquisition 
system , the pigment analysis system, the secured storage and dynamic 
display system. 

Development of an Integrated System for the Dynamic Display and 
Secured Storage of Large-sized Ultra-high Resolution Image Files 

High Resolution 

Flatbed Large Scanner 

An image acquisition system 
with low-level, controllable, 
homogenous, uniform light 

system 

Non-destructive 

Pigment Analysis System 
High Resolution 

Display System 

A software system with 
material database for 

pigment analysis based on 
image data of cultural 

heritage 

Fast and secured displaying 
and browsing system for 

detailed and precise viewing 
of high-quality image data of 

cultural heritage 

KOKUSAI SCANNERS Pigmalion Amateras or  
Pigmalion Viewer 



FY 2004-2007

FY 2006-2008

FY 2009-2011

JST Comprehensive Support Program for Creation of Regional Innovation:
Key Seed Projects for Regional R&D

Development of High-resolution Large Flatbed Scanner 
for Digitizing Large Artworks and Non-Destructive Pigment Estimation

JST Comprehensive Support Program for Creation of Regional Innovation:
Regional R&D Resources Utilization Type

An Integrated System for Secure and Dynamic Display of Cultural Heritage

International Joint Research on High Resolution Digitization of

Asian World Heritage

Ministry of Education, Culture, Science and Technology (MEXT) ,  Japan
Special Coordination  Funds for Promotion of  Science and Technology, Asia-Africa Science and Technology  Strategic 

Cooperation   Promotion Program

FY 2009

The Feasibility Study Program 2009

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT)

Realization of  the System and Basic Technical Elements of Digital Museum

Developing the Technical Foundation for International Digital Museum

FY 2011

Education Program for Recording and Utilization of Asian Cultural Heritage
- UNESCO Japan, Kyoto University Project-

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT)

Official Development Assistance UNESCO Activity Grant

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT)

Official Development Assistance UNESCO Activity Grant

Education Program for Recording and Utilization of  Tangible and Intangible Heritage in the Philippines

FY 2012
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Illuminance and relative exposure simulation of the LED source used by the scanners. 

Light Exposure Simulation 



The Kyoto System -  Recording the beauty-  

What kind of equipments are we using? 
What kind of technology are we using? 
What have we done? 



The Kyoto System -  Recording the beauty-  

 

What kind of technology (High resolution) are we using? 
1. 3 (true !) color super high resolution scanning with color difference less 

than 1.2. 
(the commercial cameras are 5-9 or worse) 

2. Infrared Scanning (850-950nm). 
3. Multi(hyper) spectral imaging (8 color and more) (single line CCD) 
4. Multi (hyper) spectral imaging (15 color and more) (using 3 line CCD) 
5. Polarized light high resolution scanning. 
6. Transmission light (and reflection light) scanning 
7. 3 dimensional reconstruction using rotating scanner or rotating object. 
 
 All the equipments and software, the light sources, are designed 

and/or manufactured by Ide lab., Kyoto University. 
Definitions: 
a. Super high resolution: 1200dpi and more, for conservation purpose. 
b. High resolution: (300?) 600-1200 for scientific and art history 

investigation 
c. Low resolution: 300 and lower for CG and viewing, 3D etc. 



What kind of equipments are we using? 
 
1. Large flat-bed scanner (120cmx 260cm) 
2. Large flatbed scanner (60cmx350cm) 
3. Medium size scanner ( 60cmx130cm) 
4. Multi camera scanner (IR+3color) 
5. Multispectral scanners  
6. 3D Scanner for Royal Mummies and coffins. 
7. 3D scanner for rotating object, or rotating scanner for static object 
 
All the scanners use originally designed high quality safe LED light with 

precisely defined flux and frequency distribution. 
 
We are using more than 20 scanners, with extremely different capabilities 

to be used under different conditions. Designed for horizontal, vertical, 
or hybrid scanning. The scanner unit can sit on different tables and 
stages, or for vertical objects as high as 6x10m.  

Scanning sensitive objects of as large as 2.5x25m. 
The scanner can easily be used for zero level, corners.  
The set-up time is 2-3 hours. 



Several Different Models developed in Kyoto University (till 2008) 
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• Acquiring RGB images for 
  material analysis 
• Low light intensity 
• Variable light angle 
• Resolution: 600dpi~2400dpi 
 
in Kyushu National Museum 

• Low light intensity 
•  Variable light angle 
• Resolution: 600～1200dpi 
• Devoted system for scrolls   
 (Japanese or Chinese Emaki) or   
  architectural drawings 

• Acquiring RGB images for    
  material  analysis 
•  Acquiring raw data 
•  High speed scanning 
• Unique color management  
   system 
•  Resolution: 600～1200dpi 

Basic Technology 

名
称 北斎 Ｉ コンドル 北斎Ⅱ

写
真

特
徴

•画像品質の改善
•モジュール化（可動部一体化
•軽量化
•解像度最大600dpi

• 照明光量の削減（従来の10分の1）

• 撮像の多機能化
＊可視光／赤外光
＊反射光／透過光
＊斜光（角度可変）

• 解像度最大1200dpi

• 照明光量の削減（従来の50分の1）

• RGB画像・分析用画像の同時取得
• RAWデータ取得
• 新カラーマネージメント方式
• 解像度最大1200dpi

独
創
性

•世界で初めて免振構造を導入し、
色分離ノイズを低減、分解能を向上

•絵巻物、建築図面専用
•文化財ステージ可動式による安全性
向上

• 2台以上、あるいは2種類以上の
撮像 ヘッド搭載可能

• 画像取得速度の高速化（従来の10倍）



New Model developed in Kyoto University 
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Year 2009 Model 

Slim Hokusai 
Year 2010 Model 

Rainbow 7+1 
Year 2010 Model 
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• Acquiring RGB images for 
  material analysis 
• Low light intensity 
• Acquiring raw data 
• Unique color management 
  system 

• 3line CCD 
• LED light source 
• Resolution: 600～1200dpi 
• Acquiring raw data 
• Unique Color management  
   System 

• Monochromatic  line CMOS camera 
• Using a combination of spectral  
   absorbing filters 
• Acquiring raw data 
• LED light source 
•  Pigment identification system  
   from multispectral image 

Basic Technology 



Multispectral Scanner 

 Rainbow 7+1 
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Basic Technology 



1) Spectral Reflectance 
Reconstruction 

2) Pigment Estimation 

3) ROI Extraction 4) RGB Reconstruction 

Pigment Identification System from Multispectral Images 

Point # Identif ied Pigments

1 真鍮泥 赤

2 黄土 淡口

3 日本白土

4 銅粉 細

5 色墨 朱（下地有）

6 藤黄

7 珊瑚末 淡口 7

8 日本白土

9 黄土 上汁・胡粉

10 方解末 9

11 群青 11

12 黄土 上汁

13 中国白土

14 銅粉 荒

15 古代紫朱

16 藍・胡粉

Point # Identif ied Pigments

1 真鍮泥 赤

2 黄土 淡口

3 日本白土

4 銅粉 細

5 色墨 朱（下地有）

6 藤黄

7 珊瑚末 淡口 7

8 日本白土

9 黄土 上汁・胡粉

10 方解末 9

11 群青 11

12 黄土 上汁

13 中国白土

14 銅粉 荒

15 古代紫朱

16 藍・胡粉

Basic Technology 



Micro Analytical Imaging 

Reconstructed RGB Micro ROI: approx 80micons 

Spectral Reflectance of the micro ROIs Average Spectral Reflectance of big ROI 
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What have we done? 
We have digitized more than 6500 objects by may 2012 

(important and the most important national heritage in Japan), in 

China, Korea, Egypt, and in United Kingdom in more than 50 

projects since 2004. 

Single files of GB and more, resolution 600-2000dpi, average size 

of 120x180cm. 

The total files approaching PB, is the biggest archive of high and 

ultra high resolution large 2D cultural heritage, in the world.  

All equipments, soft wares used by our group are originally 

designed, constructed in Kyoto University. 

 



May, 2010  
President of Kyoto University 

京都大学提案 現場実証６ 京都大学提案 現場実証６ 

In 2009, Ide Laboratory, Kyoto University and Fang Laboratory, Xi’an Jiaotong University established a 
joint laboratory for developing new technology for digitizing cultural heritage. The techniques and 
equipments developed in Graduate School of Engineering Kyoto University was transferred to Xian 
Jiaotong University,  and the laboratory was completed in March 2010. 

International Joint Research :  China 

Joint Research Center in China  -Kyoto University and Xi’an Jiaotong University 

Joint Research Center in Xi’an Jiaotong University 





Archival Digitization of Large Artworks: A Special International JISC Symposium 
August 30th –September 5th 2009 at University of East London UK 

京都大学提案 現場実証６ 京都大学提案 現場実証６ International Joint Research :  United Kingdom 

Joint Research Center in London  -Kyoto University and University of East London- 

In 2010, Ide Laboratory, Kyoto University and Matrix East Research Lab, University of East London 
established a joint Research Center for developing new technology for digitizing cultural heritage. 
The techniques and equipments developed in Graduate School of Engineering Kyoto University 
was transferred to UEL. 



京都大学提案 現場実証６ 京都大学提案 現場実証６ International Joint Research :  United Kingdom 





京都大学提案 現場実証６ 京都大学提案 現場実証６ 

250cm

60cm

International Joint Research :  United Kingdom 

Project:  THE SCIENCE MUSEUM LIBRARY & ARCHIVE   Feb, 2011 

As a pilot project, we scanned the designs of the 
Great Eastern ship, (Inventory Number 1861-
26/1-7); Archival Reference MSR128/1-7) a 
famous 19th century ship which laid the first 
telegraph cable across the Atlantic. These 
drawings, although part of the Ships Rolls, were 
flattened in the past but are nonetheless of such 
a large format that they remain difficult to 
display or study. We have now managed to scan 
6 out of the 7 extant designs at high resolution 
(1200dpi) - the seventh is currently on display at 
the Science Museum in London in the Making 
the Modern World Gallery.  
 



京都大学提案 現場実証６ 京都大学提案 現場実証６ 

May 2011 International Conference and Summer School  

International Symposium and Workshop May 16th-18th , 2011 

International Joint Research :  United Kingdom 

An international symposium and summer school were hold with support of the DAIWA Foundation 
and JISC. Presentations were given by Professors of Kyoto University and UEL and Science Museum 
, National Maritime Museum, National Gallery and CULTNAT, Egypt.  We offered a unique summer 
school with a variety of topics specially prepared for the Museum and Archive Professional with 
interest and involvement in process of digitization and scanning in the cultural heritage context.  



 

 

http://web.me.com/haimbresheeth/MIDAS/Welcome.html 

The  UEL-Kyoto Joint Laboratory in London,  has 
successfully  performed 4 pilot projects during the 
last 6 months by professor Bresheeth and his group. 
1. Digitization of the British Ship design drawings, 

with exceptional technical and historical value 
2. Digitization of Palestine Exploration Fund 

historical maps 
3. Wallace collection, wax work of 3D objects using 

the modified stage of the Hokusai scanner 
4. Digitization of two masterpieces by Rembrandt 

and Van Huysum. These masterpieces are 
considered to very  difficult as photographic 
objects because of the dynamic range and dark 
area of the paintings .  



京都大学提案 現場実証６ International Joint Research :  South Korea 

Joint Research Lab in Korea  -Kyoto University and Kookmin University 

In 2010, Ide Laboratory, Kyoto University and  Paper Process/ Environmental Analysis Lab, 
Kookmin University established a joint laboratory for developing new technology for digitizing 
cultural heritage. The techniques and equipments developed in Graduate School of 
Engineering Kyoto University was transferred to Kookmin University,  and the laboratory was 
completed in December 2010. 

International Symposium at Kookmin University Conservation Science Laboratory, National Museum of Korea 

December 2010   Installation of scanner system     

 Academic Exchange and Research 

An international symposium on “High-resolution Digitization of Asian World Heritage” has been held every year since 2009 by 
Kyoto University and Kookmin University in Korea.  
Based on an agreement of international joint research on “High-resolution Digitization of Asian World Heritage” between Ide 
Lab, Kyoto University and Kookmin University in,  the concrete project will be carried out in 2010. 



京都大学提案 現場実証６ International Joint Research :  South Korea 

April 2011    Scanning at Ide lab, Kyoto University 
High-resolution images 

The orientations of paper’s fiber can be extracted from the high resolution images using Power Spectral analysis and polar coordinate 

analysis. The images were transformed to frequency domain using two-dimensional Fourier analysis high resolution images representing 

the spatial domain. The main fiber orientation is determined by plotting the power spectra with respect to angle.  

Joint Research Project:  
Analytical Imaging of Korean Paper using High-resolution scanning 

Identifying the type of paper used on Identifying the type of paper used on Japanese and Korean 
paintings and other forms artwork is an important aspect of cultural heritage restoration and 
conservation.  Japanese and Korean paintings and other forms artwork is an important aspect of 
cultural heritage restoration and conservation. A noninvasive and non destructive analytical imaging 
tool based on high-resolution scanning is used to investigate Japanese paper properties. This 
technique has virtually no limitation on sample size and region of interest 



An ultrahigh resolution scanned image of a Korean paper (~90cm x 120cm) 



Enlarged reflection image of the 
Korean paper 

Enlarged transmission image of the 
Korean paper 



Scanning at Cairo University Museum 

Date: August 8-11,2010 
 
Place: Cairo University 
Museum, Cairo 
 
Scanning objects: 
Stone tablets, paintings, 
textile, sculpture, 
ceramic masks, etc. 
 
Scanning methods: 
normal scanning with 
500dpi 

京都大学提案 現場実証６ 京都大学提案 現場実証６ International Joint Research :  Egypt 



Scanning at Grand Egyptian Museum 

Date: December 20-29, 
2010 
 
Place: Grand Egyptian 
Museum Conservation 
Center, Giza 
 
Scanning objects: 
coffin, papyrus, tablets, 
Cartonnage, etc. 
 
Scanning methods: 
normal , polarized, high 
resolution, 
multispectral 

京都大学提案 現場実証６ 京都大学提案 現場実証６ International Joint Research :  Egypt 



Scanning at Al azhar Library 

Date: January 2-4,2011 
 
Place: Al Azhar Library, 
Cairo 
 
Scanning objects: 
Qur’An 
 
Scanning methods: 
normal , polarized, high 
resolution 

京都大学提案 現場実証６ 京都大学提案 現場実証６ International Joint Research :  Egypt 



Scanning at ASRT 

Date: January 4,2011 
 
Place: Academy of 
Scientific Research & 
Technology, Ministry of 
Higher Education & 
Scientific Research, 
Cairo 
 
Scanning objects: 
Paintings 
 
Scanning methods: 
normal , infrared 

京都大学提案 現場実証６ 京都大学提案 現場実証６ International Joint Research :  Egypt 



Training at Grand Egyptian Museum 

Date: December, 2010 
 
Place: Grand Egyptian 
Museum Conservation 
Center, Giza 
 
Lectures and on-site 
training for scanning 
skills 

京都大学提案 現場実証６ 京都大学提案 現場実証６ International Joint Research :  Egypt 



More than 20 projects of cultural heritage scanning were implemented in three years.  

A few selected digital heritage projects already performed at national and International 

level, are as follows: 

 

1. Nanbansen byoubu and other national heritage in Kyushu national museum 

2. Nijojo castle (world heritage) wall paintings 

3. Kano Eitoku Fusuma paitings, Daitoku temple Jukouin 

4. Conder Drawings (more than 300 drawings, Important Cultural Heritage) 

5. Ryukyuu byoubu (Okinawa) digital project 

6. Zojoji Temple (Kano Kazunobu Paintings) 

7. Kouya San National Heritage digitization (joint project with Toppan Printing) 

8. Tongdosa temple (Korea) (Important Natiuonal Heritage) degital Project 

9. Ino Tadataka, old maps of Japan 
 

These projects cover scanning of more than 1000 pieces, and give our group on-the-site 

experience of digitizing, handling, and digital archiving of masterpieces of the national 

and world heritage. 

On-the-site  Project of Cultural Heritage Scanning  

  



The Jukoin Paintings  
Actual Project  国宝文化財 大徳寺聚光院障壁画「方丈襖絵」 The Jukoin Paintings  

  

46 Fusuma  paintings of JUKOIN（聚光院） painted by Kano School in Momoyama era (16th century) 

are designated as national treasures. 

National Treasure, Kachozu 「花鳥図」 painted by Kano Eitoku 

Digitizing of the fusuma paintings of the Kano school was performed in 2006 by JST IDE Project. 
The original paintings will be transferred to and stored at Kyoto National Museum in order to 
protect them and for the benefit of future generations. The procedure to replace the original 
paintings at Daitokuji, the temple where the original stood, will be carried out using a variety of 
modern and traditional techniques.  



九州国立博物館・京都大学 共同研究 Actual Project 世界文化遺産 元離宮二条城障壁画  The Nijo Castle Paintings 

• The digital archive evaluation experiment was 

carried out using the high-resolution scanner 

developed by under JST Ide project . 

• The digital content “Nijo Castle Paintings: 

Virtual Hands-On Experience” has been 

developed as a collaborative joint research.  

• PIGMALION software system for pigment 

estimation has been used as a tool for digital 

image analysis. 

In the Ninomaru Palace, itself a National Treasure, 
there are more than 3,000 pieces of art, 945 of which 
have been designated as Important Cultural Properties. 
The original paintings have been preserved and kept in 
storage. 

Scanning at Nijo Castle 

Matsu-taka-zu (Pine Trees and Hawks) 



Pigment Estimation System  

A B C 

D E 

領域 推定結果 画材の組成 信頼度 

A 黄土 濃口 シリカと粘土からなる天然の土  (色幅は鈍い淡き色から赤褐色) 8 

B 岱赭 黄口 Fe2O3  （Mnなどの微量元素の含有量で色味が変化） 8 

C 焼緑青 9 CuCO3・Ca(OH)2を焼成 (粒径、焼成度合いで色味が変化) 8 

D 墨 松煙墨・胡粉 Cと CaCO3の混合物 8 

E 岱赭 白 Fe2O3  （Mnなどの微量元素の含有量で色味が変化） 8 

 

A digital image analysis technique which enable us to identify painting pigment was developed. 
This technique requires only the digital image data. 



九州国立博物館・京都大学 共同研究 Joint Research Project  – Kyoto University and Kyushu National Museum - 

The Museum Science Section of Kyushu National 
Museum has been working pioneering research 
and activities for preserving cultural treasures 
using analysis equipments like X-ray computed 
tomography, 3D digitizer and high-resolution 
scanner. 

 Developing the Digital Content for Theater 4000  

 

Tosen Nanbansen (17th century, Kyusu National Museum) 

High resolution digital image, 16 times of current high vision is displayed at Theater 4,000.  The name is after 
4,000 scanning lines (existing television has 525 lines). 
 



九州国立博物館・京都大学 共同研究 Actual Project 大本山増上寺所蔵「五百羅漢図」100 Portraits of 500 saints 

 

•100 portraits of 500 saints, is an extremely  

important collection originally painted in early 19th 

by Kano Kazunobu, and has recently attracted 

attention of scientists and artists in Japan. 

• This digital content project was carried out as a 

joint project with Japan Broadcasting Corporation  

(NHK) . 

Scanning at Kyushu National Museum 

 
NHK Hi-Vision Special on October 2008 
秘宝公開 驚異の仏画 「五百羅漢図」 
 
 

Portrait 53 “Jintsu” (Part) 



九州国立博物館・京都大学 共同研究 International Joint Research Project  - Kyoto University and Tongdosa Museum in Korea   

Image scanned  
under dual illumination 

 
True imaging with minimized 
gloss and shades for storage in 
the digital archive.  
(For research) 

The part of  mural painting  「極楽殿包壁」 

• The Eight Scenes from the Life of Buddha is a highly 

popular and important art theme that depicts major 

events from the historical Buddha Sakyamuni's life. 

• Digitization Project was performed at Tongdosa  

Museum in KOREA as a joint project with Kyoto 

University by using the high-resolution large flat-bed 

scanner, developed under JST Ide Project. 

Image scanned  
under single illumination 

 
Imaging with emphasis on gloss 
and shades to reproduce the 
texture and gold accurately. 
(For appreciation) 

44mm



九州国立博物館・京都大学 共同研究 Actual Project  琉球屏風   Ryukyu Byobu (Folding Screen)  

  
•Only 4 Byobu featuring  Naha port in Ryukyu Dynasty 
has been identified in Japan.  
•The digitization project for preserving the value of 

cultural treasures of Okinawa was performed by JST 

Ide Project. 
•The resulting high-resolution digital data are being 
used as the basis for future educational research.   

・The Shiga University Library 

・The Kyoto University Museum 

・Okinawa Prefectural Museum 

・The Urazoe Museum 

AMATERAS software has enabled researchers to make 
new discoveries to examine the artworks much more 
closely than is possible with the human eye alone. 

Scanning at the Okinawa Prefectural Museum 



Digital Restoration Project  - Architectural drawings by Josiah Coder-  

Nikolai-do 

A great number of architectural drawings by Josiah Coder (1852-
1920), who is known as “The father of Western architecture in 
Japan ”, are owned by Department of Architecture and Architectural 
Engineering, Kyoto University and Mitsubishi Estate Group. 

Main building of Mitsui Club  Mitsui Club Mr. Iwasaki’s House 

Scanning at Kyoto University 

• A total of 110  architectural drawings  recognized as Important Cultural Property  were digitized with the high-
resolution scanner developed under JST Ide Project through the support of the president of Kyoto University in 
2007. 
• A total of 237 architectural drawings owned by Mitsubishi Estate Group were digitized in 2008. 

International Digital Museum  
 



Digitization Project of Old Maps of Japan  by Ino Tadataka  

博物館現場でのデジタル化・表示 

1200dpiの高解像度撮像により、肉眼では確認できない
文字や線まではっきり確認できる。画像は実寸。

IR（赤外光）撮像画像

１ｃｍ

A comparison of visible light and Infrared images of the map 

International Digital Museum  
 

Digitization project was performed in Kyushu National Museum as a joint project with Kyoto University. The digital 
data was developed into a digital content by NHK and displayed in super high-vision theater, “Theater 4000” for 
museum educational purpose from September 14th ,2010 in Kyushu National Museum. 



In March 2009 at Kyushu National Museum, the old maps of 

Japan in four parts, covering from Hokkaido to Kyushu was 

digitized with a resolution of 1200 dpi, 16 bit. The file size is 

200GB, 31 giga pixel. Also IR digitization was carried out with 

a resolution of 20 micrometer. 

Integrated Technology for Digitizing, Analysis, Displaying and Network-delivery of  world cultural heritage assets 



Kyoto Prefectural Archive Center  京都府資料館 
In March 2011, we digitized more than 700 documents categorized as 
IMPORTANT or NATIONAL TREASURE. The average size is about 1.6mx5.0m, the 
biggest, 2.5mx25m.  The project was done using 4 large flatbed scanners, in 20 
working days, with collaboration of  leading companies in the field. Part of the 
data is on internet now.   This project was the first of its kind related to super 
high resolution scanning of national heritage of large size. 



Recording Beauty,  Ninnaji project 1  Spring 2011 April 8-10 With support from the 

Ninnaji temple and 4  

companies in Japan we 

succeeded in digitizing 

240 large 2D cultural 

asses (size 150cm by 

180 cm). 

Resolution was 600 dpi 

and more. A team of 10 

people, 3 large flatbed 

scanners performed the 

scanning in 3 days. 

For Our group it was a 

demonstration of 

planning  to show that 

we can digitize a 

museum with 1000 2D 

large size objects in less 

than one month! 

Extremely high quality, 

safe, and affordable to 

museum economy 



仁和寺   美の記録を目指して 

Recording Beauty, Ninnaji Project 

Ninnaji Temple,  has the most beautiful Sakura Garden in Japan, and with its 

important cultural heritage assets, and surrounding mountains is a world heritage. 

The administration of the temple and Kyoto University initiated the biggest, most 

challenging and state-of-the-art digital preservation project, in the world. 



仁和寺   美の記録を目指して Recording Beauty, Ninnaji Project 

Ninnaji Temple,  a heritage of 400 years old, not opened 

to tourists! fortunately and not touched by 

conservators! Again fortunately! Is kept with all its 

beautiful paintings almost unchanged (except for 

natural deterioration. In a challenging project the 

temple (about 100x100x15m) will be disassembled and 

reassembled safe against the earthquake. A high 

precision scientific recording is the aim of our project. 

The temple has: 

More than 22 paintings (average 1.3 by 3m), one 

(4x8m), 12 painted high columns, and 31 sculptures. 



The project aims at using the most sophisticated techniques on a single site. 

1. RGB high resolution of wall paintings (600 dpi and more) 

2. IR (near infrared 0.8-1.0 micrometer, 400 dpi and higher) high resolution 

imaging of the paintings 

3. IR (1.0-2.0 micrometer, about 2000 dpi) imaging  

4. High resolution multispectral imaging (7 colors) 

5. 3D high resolution (200 dpi and more) of Buddhist sculptures (31 

sculptures, including golden objects, 1.2-3 m high), using rotating camera, 

multilayer, line CCD, and area camera) 

6. High resolution polarized light scanning (400 dpi and higher) 

Project started July 22, 2011, and is expected to achieve all the 
goals, by September 2 . 
It will produce about 10 TB of Raw data, and finally more than 100 
TB bites processed data, in the coming two years. 
For Details come to our International Conference in Beijing, 
September 19-24th ,or Kyoto November 17th 2011. 



7月22日（金） 作業開始 スキャナ搬入・設置・組立 



7月23日（土） 壁画撮像開始 



7月24日（日） 壁画撮像2日目 



July 28 2011 28 Guardians of Senju Kannon 


